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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Dolls with soft bodies, covered in a pillow case, can be machine washed (cold) and put into the drier. Dolls with hard bodies can be washed with a damp cloth. Clothing machine-washable (cold).

This doll is safe for children 18 months and up.

Doll clothing is made from light and particularly soft material.

Multi-joint standing doll.

Baby doll that can drink and use the potty.

This doll is suitable for little ones (0+).

Dolls with soft bodies, covered in a pillow case, can be machine washed (cold) and put into the drier. Dolls with hard bodies can be washed with a damp cloth. Clothing machine-washable (cold).

Doll with pacifier.

Creatively yours,
Your Götz Family

Looking for more Creative Fun?

Come and visit us on our website goetz-puppen.de/en/painting-und-puzzles.html!

You will find a steadily growing number of painting, recipe or mystery fun.

Become creative and enjoy!
Your Götz Family
Children love to dress their dolls, to see how wonderfully everything can be coordinated. Creative play endows children with a world they can experience in active role-play only. Even more so they can assimilate all the impressions they have daily. The neutral look of our Götz girls and babies allows the child to interpret any emotion, like joy, sorrow or affection – they can feel understood. Our dolls are tested for 3 years and up. Especially selected dolls tested for 0 or 18 months and up you will find marked with our age icon. Our Götz girls are safe for children 3 years and up – recommended by Götz for 5 years and up since this age ensures that the children have developed the necessary motor skills for happy and creative play.

Deliberately abstaining from electronic functions, fantasy can unfold boundlessly. Redundant amenities are reduced, the child can concentrate on play completely. Cognitive abilities such as learning, thinking, empathizing or memory are stimulated, as well as creativity and fine motor skills, thanks to endless variation and detail.

Sincerely yours
The Götz Family
The Girl Crew

Götz girls are friends every girl desires. Fully jointed, they allow free play in any pose imagined. Time for a change in look, then their hair can be washed, combed and styled fashionably.

Götz cuddly babies are for the little ones just like real babies. They look into the world with their curious eyes, long for a hug, want to be pampered and carried around. Their soft touch makes them irresistible. You want them to be with you night and day. The Aquini bath babies can join you for a bath or can be bathed. Simply must be loved...

Cuddly Babies

Götz cuddly babies are for the little ones just like real babies. They look into the world with their curious eyes, long for a hug, want to be pampered and carried around. Their soft touch makes them irresistible. You want them to be with you night and day. The Aquini bath babies can join you for a bath or can be bathed. Simply must be loved...

Our little Götz Muffins are your child’s darling. All Muffins have sleep eyes, ideal to love and cuddle – first creative play. The dolls are stuffed with soft synthetic wool and granules. They can be dressed and undressed with ease.

The GÖTZ AQUINI BATHBABIES are modelled anatomically correct. The painted eyes make the dolls come alive. The dolls are 100% waterproof. Only bottle-fed water leaves the body. Each Aquini doll has its own potty, feeding bottle and towel.

The doll collection BABY PURE are like brother and sister. Developed especially for the very little ones, they are created with care for security, durability and ecological value. Naturally, all babies can be machine washed and tumble dried. All upper fabrics are organic...
Emma celebrates New Year’s Eve with her parents – a grand New Year’s Eve party. For the friends of her parents have daughters her age – it will be a super party – for sure. Already Emma planned on some games to play during the evening. There will even be fireworks at midnight. Emma’s mum brought lead pouring, which is a traditional game for New Year’s Eve in Germany. You heat the lead and pour it into cold water- the creature arising gives hints for your year. Let’s see what the future will bring for the new year.
The Party Girls

The girls dressed up to party – let’s groove!

HANNAH LADY BUG
Disguise, disguise! See how fast Hannah can be a Ladybug
18 59088  50 cm | 11 pieces

AMAZING LACE
Laura’s cape and lace dress are a must-have for any New Year’s Party
18 66554  50 cm

FLOWER GIRL
Dressed in such a flower dress Elisabeth is the eye-catcher at every garden party
17 90399  46 cm | sleeping eyes

LIVELY
Jessica likes to combine her outfits with boots
16 90391  46 cm | sleeping eyes

Be the star at every party!

Whiteness 34 02601
45-50 cm

Vanity Desk 34 02299
19.5 cm

Salon Chair 34 02275
30 cm
45-50 cm

Kitten Dreams 34 02600
45-50 cm

34 02927  45-50 cm

34 02676  45-50 cm

34 02843  45-45 cm

34 02299  45-50 cm

34 02676  45-50 cm

34 02299  45-50 cm
You may know that there is a leap year every four years, but do you know why?

Our calendar has 365 days a year since it takes the earth that time to circle around the sun. But this is not exactly true. Actually, it takes the earth 265 days, 5 hours and 48 minutes. If the year had 365 days only, New Year’s Eve would be sometime in summer. Therefore, we need a so-called leap year with one additional day, every fourth year. This additional day is the 29th of February. So we can celebrate New Year’s Eve at the same time always.
Garland-Pennants

You need:
- pencils
- stiff cardboard
- scissors
- string to thread together

To download the pattern, visit our painting & puzzles website and print onto the paper goetz-puppen.de/en/painting-und-puzzles.html

1. Carefully cut out the pattern below – your parents or grandparents will love to give you a hand. To copy as many pennants as needed, just trace the shape with a crayon onto your cardboard. The longer you wish your garland to be, the more pennants you will need.

2. Now you can cut the copied pennants out of your cardboard sheet – asking for help is absolutely fine. Cut out the holes shown on the pattern. It is easier to use a hole punch.

3. Now you can thread together the pennants. Be creative and decorate them.

Lovely Tassels

You need:
- colourful tissue paper
- cutter
- ruler
- cutting mat
- string to thread together

1. Fold the tissue paper once down the center. For the next step you’re allowed to ask for help. Cut stripes with your cutter, always at the same distance.

CAUTION Stop cutting approximately 5cm before you reach the fold.

2. Unfold your paper carefully. Now roll it into a thin roll.

3. Twist the middle part of the roll and bend it down right center. Now twist the two edges together, creating a little hole on the top. This helps to thread together your tassels to create a most amazing garland.
The Amazing World of Fairies

Paula is the little fairy offspring. Her last birthday gift was a butterfly-shaped magical wand to reward her for the many wishes she makes come true every day. Now if she wants to fly through the sky with her best friend, just a wand swing lets the fairyland visitor grow wings. They love to spend time together, so Princess Chloe sees Paula in her amazing world as often as possible. Then, they endlessly play with the fairyland animals and hold tea parties packed with goodies.
ARE ELVES AND FAIRIES THE SAME?

The words elf and fairy mean the same, only they have a different origin. Did you know that? Fairy originates in the French language and means enchantress. Whereas elf bears its origin in the Scandinavian language. In Iceland one even can study the subject elf-teachings. The oldest historical records about fairies date back to the medieval, so they are older than 1,000 years.
Sparkling Unicorn

You need
- scissors
- cardboard
- colourful glitter
- glue
- cutting mat

To download the pattern, visit our painting & puzzles website and print onto the paper goetz-puppen.de/en/painting-und-puzzles.html

1. Print the pattern below onto the cardboard. Cut it out – if you need a hand, your parents surely won’t mind helping.

2. Spread the glue onto one side of the cut-out unicorn – distribute carefully to make sure the glitter stays on.

3. Sprinkle the glitter onto the unicorn – you can repeat this step. Work on a cutting mat to reuse the glitter falling aside.

Straws and Cups

You need
- colourful straws
- paper cups
- sparkling unicorns
- hot glue gun / liquid glue

Having finished your sparkling unicorns – you have various options to use them as decoration.

1. A splendid decoration for your paper cups. To attach them securely, use the hot melt gun. Carefully, or with help of an adult, distribute the glue onto the back of your glitter horse.

   CAUTION This can be very hot – ask for a helping hand.

2. If you like, you can also decorate the straws. Attach one sparkling unicorn on the upper end of your straws.
Hannah loves Physical Education, especially gymnastics. Can you believe it, she does a handstand. Since she saw a ballet in the opera house, she also takes ballet lessons. Wearing her ballet dress she feels so elegant and beautiful, just like a prima ballerina. With her best friend she shares another hobby – horseback riding. When the weather is nice, she enjoys it most, for she can lead the ponies to the paddock and feed them with grass.
DOTTED HELMET
Score with this dotted helmet — safety first
34 02331 | 42 | 46 | 50 cm

FLOWER POWER
You prefer to be on tour with flowers? No problem!
34 01777 | 42 | 46 | 50 cm

Emphasize on Exercise

Sports are very important for your whole body just
as for your brain and soul. There are countless kinds
of sport, but they are alike in one thing: you can
look marvellous. Whether on the tennis court or on
your bike, whether alone or with friends. Number
one sports in Germany is not football, but biking
with 27.1%. This is not surprising, for many people
in Germany use the bicycle to get from A to B.

KEEPING IT COZY
The perfect vest for any sport! Looks great
and keeps you warm!
34 02701 | 45-50 cm

FLOWER POWER
You prefer to be on tour with flowers? No problem!
34 01777 | 42 | 46 | 50 cm

COOL STYLE
When going home
34 02620 | 42-50 cm

FAST ON YOUR WAY
With the 7 piece inline set
Venice Beach 34 02277 | 45-50 cm

SKATING OUTFIT
34 02930 | 45-50 cm

Riddle Fun

FIND OUT WHAT FITS TOGETHER

WHICH EQUIPMENT BELONGS TO WHOM

What a mess — can you help the girls
find their equipment?

DOTTED HELMET
Score with this dotted helmet — safety first
34 02331 | 42 | 46 | 50 cm
Our pony to brush and style comes with its own brush!

Equestrian Adventures

Side in the field with horses, is there anything better?

The most important accessory when horseback riding for your head protection.

1 Hannah loves horseback riding
15 59077 50 cm | 20 pieces including an additional outfit
34 01553 45-50 cm 7 pieces
2 Anna 14 66022 50 cm
3 Mia rides horse 16 13026 27 cm | sleeping eyes
5 34 02721
6 34 02695 30-33 cm 34 02696 42-46 cm 34 02711 45-50 cm

Horse Blanket 34 01933
27 cm | without horse

Brown Plush 34 01099
27 cm | Horse, saddle and bridle

Haflinger Fritz 34 01926
27 cm | Horse

Horse Blanket 34 01933
27 cm | without horse

Brown Plush 34 01099
27 cm | Horse, saddle and bridle

Equestrian Adventures

Side in the field with horses, is there anything better?

Our pony to brush and style comes with its own brush!

The most important accessory when horseback riding for your head protection.
Position No. 1
To have the 1st pose in ballet off pat, you need to turn your feet outward, without moving your hip, and leave your heel in one line next to each other. Your legs are closed and straight. Your arms create a circle in front of your body, the palms of your hand show in direction and height of your belly button. Your fingertips are close but do not touch.

WHERE DOES BALLET ORIGINATE?

Arisen in the Italian and French courts, ballet has been existing for 500 years already.

Ballet has five essential poses. Those build the base of any ballet course. Maybe you are familiar with the tutu. Marie Taglioni was the first to wear a tutu as well as pointe shoes. Until today she is the most well-known ballerina ever.
Elisabeth loves the sea. No summer passes without a holiday at the sea. She jumps into the sea to cool off from the warm sun, she builds big sandcastles together with friends she met on the beach. Last year her big brother allowed her to bury him in the sand. She got new sand molds for her birthday this year as well as armbands. Both are a must-have for the beach this year.
Here we go!

Always the same! What do I pack for my holidays? See our must-haves.

The Perfect Day on the Beach

TOWARDS THE SUN
Cat-shaped sunglasses
34 02627

DON’T YOU LIKE TO STROLL THROUGH THE SAND AT THE SEA, AND FEEL THE TOUCH OF THE LITTLE GRANULES BETWEEN YOUR TOES. DID YOU EVER THINK ABOUT HOW ALL THIS SAND GOT TO THE BEACH?

The sand originates in the mountains and managed a long way. Sometimes rock fragments loosen and roll down the hill. This is when it burst into thousand of little pieces. Some of those end in rivers or creeks. Drawn within the water flow the little stones grind and become smaller and smaller. The rock fragments become granules – we do know those to be sand.

The river flows into the sea and the waves spread the sand on the beach evenly. Brilliant – we can built sand castles.

FLOWER LOVE
The perfect swimming suit for warm beach days
34 02296 42-50 cm

QUICK CHANGE
Slip out of the bikini and into the underwear set in no time
34 02851 45-50 cm

ON HIP SOLES
Sandals beach shell
34 02719 42-50 cm

GOOD TO KNOW

HOW DOES THE SAND GET TO THE BEACH?

Don’t you like to stroll through the sand at the sea, and feel the touch of the little granules between your toes. Did you ever think about how all this sand got to the beach?

The sand originates in the mountains and managed a long way. Sometimes rock fragments loosen and roll down the hill. This is when it burst into thousand of little pieces. Some of those end in rivers or creeks. Drawn within the water flow the little stones grind and become smaller and smaller. The rock fragments become granules – we do know those to be sand.

The river flows into the sea and the waves spread the sand on the beach evenly. Brilliant – we can build sand castles.

RELAXED THROUGH THE DAY
No sightseeing – just relax
Deckchair
34 02089

EVERYTHING WITH YOU
in our chic
Diaper bag
34 02310

PERFECT
10 piece summer outfit for beach, city and sea
34 01754 45-50 cm

16 16061
33 cm

34 02532
30-50 cm

34 02659
30-33 cm

34 02660
42-46 cm

34 02665
30-33 cm

34 02666
42-46 cm

34 02529
30-50 cm

FLOWER LOVE
The perfect swimming suit for warm beach days
34 02296 42-50 cm

QUICK CHANGE
Slip out of the bikini and into the underwear set in no time
34 02851 45-50 cm

ON HIP SOLES
Sandals beach shell
34 02719 42-50 cm

GOOD TO KNOW

HOW DOES THE SAND GET TO THE BEACH?

Don’t you like to stroll through the sand at the sea, and feel the touch of the little granules between your toes. Did you ever think about how all this sand got to the beach?

The sand originates in the mountains and managed a long way. Sometimes rock fragments loosen and roll down the hill. This is when it burst into thousand of little pieces. Some of those end in rivers or creeks. Drawn within the water flow the little stones grind and become smaller and smaller. The rock fragments become granules – we do know those to be sand.

The river flows into the sea and the waves spread the sand on the beach evenly. Brilliant – we can build sand castles.

RELAXED THROUGH THE DAY
No sightseeing – just relax
Deckchair
34 02089

EVERYTHING WITH YOU
in our chic
Diaper bag
34 02310

PERFECT
10 piece summer outfit for beach, city and sea
34 01754 45-50 cm

16 16061
33 cm

34 02532
30-50 cm

34 02659
30-33 cm

34 02660
42-46 cm

34 02665
30-33 cm

34 02666
42-46 cm

34 02529
30-50 cm
Jessica just loves her new outfit, but sometimes she wears crazy combinations also.

During her holidays Jessica visited the aquarium where she admired sea life and its animals. Do you know the inhabitants of the sea?

Draw a line from the image to its term.
The 21st of June is the longest day of the year. It is called midsummer. In Sweden it does not really turn dark. Therefore, they celebrate midsummer. Girls and women wear special traditional costumes and floral wreaths.

**WHAT IS MIDSUMMER?**

**GOOD TO KNOW**

Glitter pink, straps or ballerinas – the perfect shoe for every doll foot.
There is nothing better than visiting the swimming pool. Marie loves to float in the water on her back to watch the sparkling sun in the water with her armbands on. Of course she enjoys the yellow water slide just as much. At first her mum needed to hold her, but now she has the courage to slide on her own. But guess what she enjoys most! Mum treats her with jelly babies, when they are at the swimming pool.

**Splish, Splash**
If too many sunbeams hit our skin, they harm it. You’ll get a slight burn we know as a sunburn. If we do use sunscreen, the beams cannot hit our skin directly for a certain period of time, so it stays protected.
THERE IS SOMETHING MISSING!

After a splendid day at the pool, Elisabeth would like to take her two corresponding swim rings. Oh dear - suddenly there are so many around! Can you help and find the two alike?

If you wish - colour the two rings alike in your favourite colour.

One Girl, many Dresses

Every morning the same problem – what to wear? Don’t worry we have everything you need. For any occasion and style the perfect dress for your doll – promise!

COOL SNEAKERS
made for any occasion!
34 02543 30-33 cm
34 02544 42-50 cm

TWIN PANTS
Pants in several colours – why not!
34 01651 45-50 cm

COZY AND ROSY
Smell the roses in this stunning three-piece outfit
34 02928 45-50 cm

COLLEGE GIRL
in a glittery two-piece with fitting shoes
34 02841 45-50 cm

PRETTY BOWS
Grand entrance on hot days!
34 02807 30-33 cm
34 02808 42-46 cm
34 02809 45-50 cm

HIP BOOTS
for cool summer nights
34 02690 42-50 cm

CITY GIRL
Cool jeans, glitter ballerinas and a hair bow as chic accessory!
34 02846 45-50 cm

TWIN PANTS
Pants in several colours – why not!
34 01651 45-50 cm

COZY AND ROSY
Smell the roses in this stunning three-piece outfit
34 02928 45-50 cm

COLLEGE GIRL
in a glittery two-piece with fitting shoes
34 02841 45-50 cm

One Girl, many Dresses

Every morning the same problem – what to wear? Don’t worry we have everything you need. For any occasion and style the perfect dress for your doll – promise!
Swimming is a very healthy exercise. Certainly, already you did swim a lot, for it is fun and cools you down in summertime. But swimming also supports your health. The pressure of the water onto your body causes less easy breathing. But this strengthens your lung muscles - you are fitter. And by the way, we do feel 1/7 lighter in the water than on land, no wonder we feel so easygoing.

Also our joints love to be in the water, for there is nearly no pressure on them. Right from the beginning swimming has been an Olympic class with various disciplines.

In the 1st Olympic games in Athens the swimming disciplines took place in the open sea with 13 degrees water temperature. Swimming pools as we are familiar with, did not exist.
Elisabeth enjoys strolling in the park next to her grandma’s home. It is not far to go to reach the little duck pond there. Grandma keeps old bread crumbs for her to feed the ducks. Sitting on the little wooden bench, she could watch them for hours. Sometimes her friend Hannah with her dog Frodo accompany Elisabeth. Together they have a picnic with delicious cake made by Hannah’s mum. They throw a stick for Frodo until he wearily curls up on the blanket. Shhh – can you hear him snoring?
Sometimes Elisabeth gets to take her baby sister Mini Muffin to the park with her!

**Cupcakes with Horses**

You need:
- glitter horses
- toothpicks
- hot glue gun
- yummy cupcakes

To download the pattern, visit our painting & puzzles website goetz-puppen.de/de/malen-und-raetse1n.html and print onto the paper.

**CAUTION** Hot glue guns get really hot – ask for help if you are insecure!

1. Let your parents help you with the first step. Glue one of your glitter horses onto the upper edge of the toothpick.

2. Now you can stick your glitter horse stick into the cupcake. In the twinkling of an eye your pastries turn into the most amazing eye catchers.
WHAT IS A STONE DWARF - DO YOU KNOW?

Did you have a walk in the park or along a river and did you spot stones piled onto each other?

Those are called stone dwarfs or cairns. The stone dwarfs have been existing a very long time and can be found all over the world. Though they do not have the same purpose, it differs from site to site. For example, in Greece they function as sign posts, whereas in Scandinavia they should protect from trolls. In the Antarctic they mark good spots for fishing and in South America they are poles for land survey to build new houses.

Here, they are decoration alongside of rivers, trails or lakes mainly. To build your own stone dwarf, just pile flat stones onto each other. Start with the large ones and use smaller ones the higher you get. To increase the challenge, use more round ones.

Outdoor Products

Barely anybody can stay inside when the weather is bright. With our pretty gadgets for outside, fun is guaranteed.

- **Doll Swing 34 02857** for all dolls
- **Straw hat in Cowboy style 34 02689** 42-50 cm
- **Doll Swing 34 02862** for all dolls
- **Straw hat in Cowboy style 34 02942**
- **Safety seat for your bike 34 02862** for all dolls
- **Rain boots in flower print 34 02150** 42-50 cm
- **Safe on your bike – for all dolls 34 02862**
- **Straw hat in Cowboy style 34 02689** 42-50 cm
- **Rain boots in flower print 34 02150** 42-50 cm
- **Safe on your bike – for all dolls 34 02862**
- **High up in the air Just fix it to a tree and your doll can fly high**
- **Doll Swing 34 02857 for all dolls**

**GOOD TO KNOW**

Your doll is well dressed for all the spring fairs.

- **Dress 34 02844** 45-50 cm
- **Dress 34 02229** 45-50 cm
- **Dress 34 02678** 45-50 cm 8 pieces

We also thought of our little gardeners.

- **Bicycle seat 34 02862** for all dolls
- **Alternate colour: 34 02630**
- **Alternate colour: 34 02960**
- **Alternate colour: 34 02862**
- **Alternate colour: 34 02942**

Barely anybody can stay inside when the weather is bright. With our pretty gadgets for outside, fun is guaranteed.

- **Doll Swing 34 02857** for all dolls
- **Straw hat in Cowboy style 34 02689** 42-50 cm
- **Doll Swing 34 02862** for all dolls
- **Straw hat in Cowboy style 34 02942**
- **Safety seat for your bike 34 02862** for all dolls
- **Rain boots in flower print 34 02150** 42-50 cm
- **Safe on your bike – for all dolls 34 02862**
- **High up in the air Just fix it to a tree and your doll can fly high**
- **Doll Swing 34 02857 for all dolls**

**OUR TIP**

- **Dress 34 02844** 45-50 cm
- **Dress 34 02229** 45-50 cm
- **Dress 34 02678** 45-50 cm 8 pieces
It is raining cats and dogs? How nice to hear splish and splash, when jumping into the puddle – of course with the wellies. Dressed in the right outfit, even a rainy day can be fun.

**Bad Weather?**

**NOT WITH US!**

It is raining cats and dogs? How nice to hear splish and splash, when jumping into the puddle – of course with the wellies. Dressed in the right outfit, even a rainy day can be fun.

**Splish, splash!**

**SUITED FOR ANY WEATHER**

Never mind wind, rain or snow when dressed in this lovely 5 piece set

**SHIP AHOY**

Marine style rain boots

**FRESH AND FRUITY**

Neon color rain boots

**SWEET LADYBUG**

Sweet ladybug rain boots

**GOOD TO KNOW**

DID YOU EVER FLY A KITE?

Kites were mentioned first in China 2,600 years ago. They were made of silk and bamboo.

Just 500 years ago Europe got to know kites. Today they are made of plastic foil. To fly a kite you need to be in the right place. Also, your kite must not fly higher than 110 yards.
For weeks Emily has been waiting for icy temperatures and the snow. She got new ice skates for Christmas with glitter shoelaces, and now she cannot wait to try them. Last year she nearly managed to pirouette! But the icy temperatures did not last long enough for her to practice the pirouette to perfection. The ice on the lake melted. Maybe she is lucky tomorrow, the weather forecast predicted minus degrees for the night. Keep your fingers crossed!
An artificial ice rink is similar to a frozen lake. But why does the ice not melt at a temperature of zero degrees?

The rink is built on ordinary concrete. Pipes, conducting freezing water, are beneath the floor. When spraying the water onto the rink, it freezes immediately. To ensure thick enough layers, this is repeated over and over again. Thanks to the cooling device, the ice stays smooth and does not melt at warmer temperatures.

Warm Accessories for Cold Temperatures

Brr, when it gets cold outside you need a lot of warming things to avoid getting cold. Have a look here!

WHY DOES THE ICE NOT MELT ON A SKATING RINK AT WARM TEMPERATURES

Good to know

When spraying the water onto the rink, it freezes immediately. To ensure thick enough layers, this is repeated over and over again. Thanks to the cooling device, the ice stays smooth and does not melt at warmer temperatures.
WHAT IS THE SECRET OF THE PERFECT SNOWBALL?

Surely you were in a snowball fight and your snowballs did fall apart.

Following these tips can help. Water acts with snow like a glue, so the ice crystals do not fall apart. Simply wet the snow a little and you can form it into a ball. If you want to have the ultimate snowball, make it without gloves on!

The heat of your hands will cause the snowball to form a thin sheet of ice which means that it won’t fall apart as easily.

If there is a lot of snow, you can make differently sized snowballs and put them on top of each other – from largest to smallest. Do you know what that is? A snowman, of course!

GOOD TO KNOW
In the wintertime, babies get cold easily, so keep them cozy and warm with our winter collection.

Babies like it Cosy

You need:
- 8 pieces of grease-proof paper bags
- pencil & glue stick
- scissors & thread

1. Follow the shape of a “T” with the glue stick onto the paper bag and glue one bag after the other on top of each other.
2. Draw a tip on to the edge of the open part of the bag and cut it.
3. On one side again you do glue the “T”. Then, you can fold up the star and glue it. Help from a parent or grandparent would be beneficial.
4. Nearly done – just glue the thread onto the star and hang it up.
Emily’s little sister joined the nursery school this morning, so mum can run errands. Emily accompanied her the first day. She was allowed to see everything. How many marvelous toys there are, although most of the toddlers are so little still. A nurse makes sure that all babies get their bottle. The older children have a tasty lunch, like Emily’s favourite meal spaghetti with tomato sauce! They even have to hold their afternoon nap. Emily is relieved – she can stay up. So she can use the time to play and not waste it sleeping.
Pretty Basics

Basics – a must have. They are pieces that cannot be missed in a cupboard. There is a wide variety for our babies also.

Additional colour:
34 02162
30-33 cm
34 02462
30-33 & 45-50 cm
34 02463
42-46 cm

Also for sisters and brothers we can offer a couple of things to avoid dispute.

Basic care 34 01935
6 pieces

62 63
Right after they see the light of day, babies master something you would never suppose. Underwater mysteriously they hold their breath and start to paddle with arms and legs just as if they would swim. Of its own volition, their heart beats slower. They never learned this, so how is it possible?

Responsible is a reflex. A reflex is something your body does automatically under certain circumstances. After five to eight months, this reflex disappears, for then they have gained the ability to know when to hold their breath. However, the reflex to decrease the heartbeat underwater stays lifelong – everybody has it.

**GOOD TO KNOW**

**HOW DO BABIES ACT UNDER WATER?**

Everything you need as a good doll mom!

1. Loft Bed City Style 34 02260
   13 pieces | without doll
2. 34 02782 42-48 cm
3. 34 01578 41 x 15.4 20 cm | without doll
4. Safe Doll Travel 34 01945
5. 34 02619 | 34 02941
6. 4 pieces | without doll & accessories
7. 34 02500
8. 34 02316
9. 34 02516
10. 34 02333 cookie care
11. 34 02533
12. 34 02959
13. 34 02917
14. 34 01939 cookie care
15. 34 02519
16. 34 02520
17. 34 02518
18. 33 00805

Endless choice of accessories for your baby

1. 34 02237 cookie pacifier
2. 34 02515
3. 11 61034 48 cm 6 pieces | sleeping eyes
4. 16 61045 48 cm 6 pieces | sleeping eyes
5. 34 02236 cookie pacifier
6. 34 02516
7. 34 02493 30-33 cm 42-46 cm
8. 34 02494 30-33 cm 42-46 cm
9. 34 02458 30-33 cm 42-46 cm
10. 34 02459 30-48 cm
11. 34 02522 for dolls
12. 34 02521 for dolls
The Crawling Crew

Our little ones really are a lively bunch. Together in the nursery, it always is a party. Look how sweet they are!

1 18 85002 22 cm
2 17 87026 22 cm
3 34 02923 34 02924 30-33 cm 42-46 cm
4 18 27992 42 cm
5 15 27979 42 cm
6 17 61047 48 cm

FIRST AID FOR YOUR DOLL

If your lovely is ill, you can heal her with these homespun remedies. Soon you’ll be able to play and laugh together again!

If your doll is seriously ill, Nurse Elia at the doll clinic will help you. www.goetz-puppen.de/puppenklinik

Do you know which sticker goes here?

1 18 16063 33 cm
**Anything you need – our Aquini babies even come with their private potty, dummy and towel. So hurry and fill the bathtub.**

**Time for a Bath**

Anything you need – our Aquini babies even come with their private potty, dummy and towel. So hurry and fill the bathtub.

**HELLO DAISY**
Romantic flowers and light pink combined in this 6 piece set
17 53033 33 cm

**AHOY SMALL SAILOR**
Strong colours and marine look with our 6 piece set
13 54015 33 cm

**WHY DO WE GET WIZENED HANDS WHEN SPLASHING IN THE WATER?**

Surely it caught your eye: If you stay in the water too long, your hands and feet become wizened.

This is due to our skin consisting of several layers. Especially our hands and feet have a lot of hard skin (since we grab and work with our hands and our feet bear our weight) like a sponge this hard skin absorbs the water and expands. The skin buckles and becomes wizened. When the skin dries, it turns even again and looks as usual.
Nothing better than an outing with the little ones! Especially when everything perfectly stores in the stroller. See the variety of choice we have for you.

**Out and About**

**The Sporty**

### Additional colours:
- **34 02865** for all dolls
- **34 02381** for all dolls

### Sizes
- 54 cm
- 21 cm
- 65 cm
- 48 cm

### Accessories
- 34 02866 for all dolls

---

### Additional colours:
- **34 02866** for all dolls
- **34 02380** for all dolls

### Sizes
- 50 cm
- 52 cm
- 50 cm

### Accessories
- 34 02055 for all dolls

---

### Additional colours:
- **34 02869** for all dolls
- **34 02864** for all dolls

### Sizes
- 77 cm
- 35 cm
- 82 cm
- 50 cm

### Accessories
- 34 02055 for all dolls

---

### Additional colours:
- **34 02877** for all dolls

### Sizes
- 70 cm
- 61 cm
- 41 cm